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Abstract 
This diploma thesis focuses on increasing business processes efficiency at Grow3. It 
includes an analysis of the processes, finding the causes of the current issues by using 
the theoretical frameworks and the design part to streamline these processes. It also 
includes the creation of standardized models for key processes. The last section contains 
a comparison of the results from analytical part with regard to the produced 
recommendations. 
 
Abstrakt 
Diplomová práce se zaměřuje na zefektivnění podnikových procesů ve společnosti 
Grow3. Obsahuje analýzu procesů, zjištění příčin současných problémů za použití 
teoretických modelů a návrhovou část vedoucí k zefektivnění těchto procesů. Součástí 
je také vytvoření standardizovaných modelů pro nejdůležitější procesy. Poslední část 
obsahuje výsledky a porovnání provedených analýz s přihlédnutím na vytvořená 
doporučení. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The search for savings, process improvements and increased efficiency within a 
business is a never-ending quest. It occupies the minds and energies of virtually every 
business, at all time, in most types of the enterprise. Throughout the world, companies 
have launched a myriad of efforts to meet this need and to transfer the results of 
continuous improvement to the profitability of their businesses (Poirier & Walker, 
2005). Success has failed to prove from time to time, however when the responsible 
person or team will follow certain steps, methodologies and techniques, business will 
flourish through desired improvements leading to increased efficiency and 
competitiveness. 
According to Raynus (2011), businesses have to change constantly to meet 
different expectations from many stakeholders. The growth in market value is directly 
connected to the development of new skills, swift reaction to the changes in value 
definition and value delivery, and effective decision making. Without that, it does not 
matter how well processes and their design is planned, aligned to the organization 
strategy, goals, etc. Therefore, if the business wants to be able not only to survive, but to 
be seen as a strong market player, continuous improvement mind-set must be adapted 
and expanded.  
This thesis will examine in detail one of the London’s based B2B businesses 
with more than 25 years of experience in the market - Grow
3
 Ltd, in order to create a 
suitable solution reflecting knowledge about process improvements, increasing internal 
business efficiency and standardized models. 
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OBJECTIVES AND USED METHODS 
1) Propose recommendations in order to increase internal business efficiency 
at Grow
3
 - business efficiency will be measured and expressed by time 
indicators which will be thereafter converted into monetary outcomes and 
savings. 
 
2) Create standardized models for business development department - 
standardized models of the vital processes are crucial in order to keep 
uncertainty and chances of making a mistake at the minimum level.  
 
3) Measure contribution of the proposals towards Grow3 - measuring of the 
contribution will be expressed by comparing Pareto Analysis and concluding 
how much time and costs were saved.   
 
Firstly, theoretical foundations in relation to the thesis objectives will be 
discussed deeply. In order to comprehensively understand the topic and to create the 
solutions, business processes, root cause analysis techniques, standardization, project 
and PDCA cycle as main supportive areas will be reviewed by examining current 
journal articles, books, online pdf documents and other relevant internet sources.  
 Secondly, in-depth analysis of Grow
3
 will be conducted and current or future 
challenges will be identified by appropriate techniques. Also, existing state of the 
business processes within the company will be revealed. 
After that, several practical recommendations will be proposed to increase 
efficiency at Grow
3
. Author will base the recommendations from theoretical 
background described and discussed in the first part of this thesis (Timesheets, 
Standardization, PDCA cycle, Brainstorming, etc.). Moreover, standardized models for 
main business development department processes will be created. 
At the end of the thesis, precise results and comparison of Pareto analyzes will be 
discussed and revealed. Also, comparison of the Timesheets will be discussed and 
author will describe the advantages and benefits of all recommendations. 
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1 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
It has been claimed that the best models for the continuous improvement are 
quite simple and straightforward and used to stimulate thinking, capture and support 
ideas, monitor and measure execution, and challenge current and future plans (Stroh, 
2014). To examine that claim, several techniques will be presented to understand how 
and why Grow
3
 should proceed further to increase its efficiency. To start of with, 
business processes and their impact upon organization will be examined. 
 
1.1 Business Processes 
Processes are structured activities that create value within an organization. 
Processes transform resources into either product or certain services offered to the 
marketplace. They are a direct link between transformation and organizational success 
in value creation.  This transformation is usually represented by an input-process-output 
model (Raynus, 2011). 
In recent years there has been much discussion around the question of the 
importance of focusing managerial attention on “processes”. This approach could be 
defined as revealing the process mapping: trying to understand a process by building up 
a map (highlighting, graphically, in a model, the relationships between activities, 
personnel, information and objects involved).  
Moreover, the late twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first 
century witnessed the growth of information technology, the hardware and software 
used through business processes to support data gathering, planning and operations. In 
the late twentieth century, companies invested significant money and effort to 
implement Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems that gather and monitor 
information regarding materials, orders, schedules, finished goods inventory, 
receivables, and other business processes across a company (Anupindi, 2012).  
One reason why process mapping methods are so widespread today is that it has 
been widely recognised that such models can offer useful, and relatively inexpensive, 
descriptions which can help towards improving and re-designing business processes 
(Biazzo, 2000). In short, this methodology might play a crucial role in helping to 
understand the flows of work so the efficiency and effectiveness can be improved.  
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An important step in the Process Mapping is the identification of the process 
under review. Without a clear definition of the process, as well as what makes up that 
project, reviewers will be unsure which direction to go and what information to obtain 
(Jacka & Keller, 2009). 
 
A certain activity is the simplest form of transformation - it is the building block 
of every process. A buffer stores flow units that have finished with one activity but are 
waiting for the next activity to start. In business processes, storage is called inventory 
which is the total number of flow units present within process boundaries. Process 
activities are linked so that the output of one becomes an input into another, often 
through an intermediate buffer (Anupindi, 2012). In the converted importance, any 
organisation can be viewed as a process (see the picture 1). 
 
 
Figure 1: Process flow (Source: Anupindi, 2012, p. 36) 
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1.1.1 Mapping of the Processes 
A Business Process diagram is a tool and the final output is improvement in the 
way that the business process works. The focus of the improvements is to create or 
make the customer service and experience better, and on reducing wasted time and 
effort. 
 
There are two main different types of Business Process Models: 
 the 'as is' or baseline model (the current situation) 
 and the 'to be' model (the desirable new situation) which are used to analyse, 
test, implement and improve the process. 
 
The aim of modelling is to illustrate a complete process, enabling managers, consultants 
and staff to improve the flow and streamline the process. 
The outcomes of a business process modelling project are essentially: 
 value for the customer,  
 reduced costs for the company, leading to increased profits. 
 
Other secondary consequences arising from successful Business Process Modelling can 
be increased competitive advantage, market growth, and better staff morale and 
retention. 
 
Developing the models in practice follows the sequence: 
1) Identify the process and produce an 'as is' or baseline model. 
2) Review, analyse and update the 'as is' process model. 
3) Design the 'to be' model. 
4) Test and implement the 'to be'. 
5) Continuously update and improve the new model (Chapman, 2015).  
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1.1.2 Business Process improvement techniques  
For the purpose of this diploma thesis, author selected three main techniques 
under which the processes can be improved at any time: 
 
1) Continuous Process Improvement: It is an ongoing constant improvement 
effort for products, services and internal operation of an organization. It focuses 
on the quality of services, products and processes. 
 
2) Business Process Improvement: It is a systematic approach to optimize the 
underlying processes of an organization and reduce inefficient, irrelevant 
activities. It focuses on improving quality, productivity, timeliness, business, 
strategic or functional processes of the organization and this technique will be 
used in the diploma thesis mostly. 
 
3) Software Process Improvement: This technique relates to quality reliability of 
processes used for developing and maintaining a software system (Raynus, 
2011). 
 
The main purpose of the Process Improvement techniques is to follow an 
approach of continuous improvement, which needs be a goal of every company in 
current business environment (hence this is a claim valid also for Grow
3
). Process 
Improvement techniques mainly focus on reducing the waste or non value added 
activities or time in processes (Raynus, 2011). Once business processes are described, 
visualised and understood, project planning part should be the next in the order. 
Processes should be graphically illustrated through ARIS, Microsoft Visio or other well 
known software utilities. 
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1.2 Project 
Lock (2007) claims that the principal identifying characteristic of a project is 
its novelty. No two projects are ever exactly alike: even a repeated project will differ 
from its predecessor in one or more commercial, administrative or physical aspects. 
According to him, it is possible to classify projects as four different general types: 
 
Figure 2: Project types (Source: Lock, 2007, p. 5)  
  
This thesis might be perceived as a project conducting for Grow
3
 - and that 
project is definitely Type 3 (see picture 2 above): It proves the point that every business, 
whatever its size, can expect to need project management expertise at least once in its 
lifetime. These are the projects that arise when companies relocate their headquarters, 
develop and introduce a new computer system, launch a marketing campaign, produce a 
feasibility or other study report, restructure the organization, or generally engage in any 
operation that involves the management and coordination of activities to produce an end 
result that is not identifiable principally as an item of hardware or construction (Lock, 
2007). 
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Planning of the project is crucial for process improvement and even for process 
standardization. A manager needs information about projects to be able to make 
decisions, plan, schedule, and allocate resources for the different activities within an 
organization. To create such improvements, manager must rely on experience and 
estimations to produce above mentioned standards (Raynus, 2011). 
 
The aim of a project manager must also be to achieve success in all aspects of 
the project. But it is occasionally necessary to identify one of the three primary 
objectives as being of special importance. This emphasis can affect the priority given to 
the allocation of scarce resources and the way in which management attention is 
concentrated. In the mid 80’s, Dr Martin Barnes introduced the first version of his 
triangle of objectives (shown in the top left-hand quadrant of picture 3).  
 
The purpose of this triangle was to illustrate that the three primary objectives of 
cost, time and quality are interrelated. A management decision to place greater 
emphasis on achieving one or two of these objectives must sometimes be made at the 
expense of the remaining objectives (Lock, 2007).  
 
Figure 3: Triangle of objectives (Source: Lock, 2007, p. 21) 
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Project plans are considered to consist of three fundamental dimensions:  
 Cost: how much money will be spent and how it ill be budgeted over time 
 Time: how long it will take to execute work - individually and as a total project 
 Scope: what needs to be done (Heerkens, 2002). 
 
The lifecycle of any project should consist of six main phases:  
1) Initiation - identifying the problem to be solved or opportunity to be exploited. 
2) Definition - what needs to be achieved, by when, and with what resources. 
3) Planning - how to achieve the objective - time, resources, responsibilities. 
4) Control - doing the work, monitoring progress, adjusting the plan accordingly. 
5) Implementation - passing what was created over to those who will be using it, 
and helping them to adjust to any changes. 
6) Review - assessing the outcome and looking back to see if there is anything that 
can be done better (Hobbs, 2009). 
 
An important step in drawing up a schedule is to see whether the project can be 
broken down on a coarse scale into main phases. The key events or main milestones in 
the project are then the points of completion of each phase. Ideally, one should identify 
a number of well-defined key events in a project which can be used as milestones. The 
characteristic most needed of a good milestone is that there should be no room for doubt 
about whether it has been passed or not (Field & Keller, 1998). 
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1.2.1 Project management software 
Stand-alone, specialty software 
This type of software can perform one or two functions very well and can 
support project planning and performance decently (word-processing, presentation, 
spread-sheet, database, or accounting). However, this software isn’t easily integrated. A 
project manager can typify schedule of a project on a Gantt chart with a graphics 
package and display personnel hours over the duration of each task in a spreadsheet. 
Nonetheless, if one of team member is unexpectedly out sick for a week, the project 
manager has to make separate changes to each program to reflect a revised allocation of 
the person’s hours in the spreadsheet and change the Gantt chart in the graphics package 
to reflect new activity start and/or end dates (Kramer & Portny, 2008). 
 
Integrated project-management software  
On the other hand, this software combines database, spreadsheet, graphics, and 
word-processing capabilities to support many of the activities that are normally 
associated with planning and performing a project. The most popular example of an 
integrated package is Microsoft Project, although more than one hundred such packages 
of all shapes and sizes are on the market today.  
 
1.2.2 Gantt Charts 
A typical integrated project-management package allows users to do the 
following:  
 Create a hierarchical list of project activities and their components. 
 Define and store key information about projects, activities, and resources.  
 Define activity interdependencies and determine overall project budget. 
 Develop schedule by considering activity durations, activity interdependencies, 
and resource requirements and availability.  
 Display a schedule in Gantt chart and other table formats. 
 Simulate uncertainty by seeing how alterations to a project’s budget, schedule, 
and deliverables impact the entire project. 
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 Monitor the dates on which activities start, end, or reach milestones (Kramer & 
Portny, 2008). 
 
A very common and effective way of displaying a schedule of activities is to use 
a bar chart. Bar charts of this kind are usually called Gantt charts in the project 
management literature after Henry Gantt (Field & Keller, 1998). These charts are an 
excellent visual aids and their effectiveness can be enhanced by the use of different 
colours (Lock, 2007). According to the length of the planned project, time is displayed 
in the corresponding period in the details (years, months, weeks, days). In lines 
(vertical) are then displayed individual activities (sometimes referred as tasks) - actions, 
activities or sub-projects in the order that matches the logical sequence in the planned 
project. The duration of the activity is then related to the time period 
(ManagementMania.com, 2015).  
To construct the Gantt chart, specialized applications (GanttProject, SmartDraw) 
can be used, or an application for managing projects (MS Project, MS Visio, OmniPlan) 
will be sufficient. Simple but functional Gantt chart can be constructed in MS Excel as 
well (Lorenc, 2013). 
 
Drawing on Kramer & Portny (2008), Gantt chart help project managers determine the 
following information and figure out what schedules are possible: 
 Critical path: a sequence of activities in a project that takes the longest time to 
complete. 
 Non-critical path: a sequence of activities that can be delayed by some amount, 
while still allowing the overall project to finish in the shortest possible time. 
 Slack time: the maximum amount of time that someone can delay an activity 
and still finish the project in the shortest possible time. 
 Earliest start date: the earliest date that someone can possibly start an activity. 
 Earliest finish date: the earliest date that someone can possibly finish an 
activity. 
 Latest start date: the latest date that someone can start an activity and still 
finish the project in the shortest possible time. 
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 Latest finish date: the latest date someone can finish an activity and still finish 
the project in the shortest possible time (Kramer & Portny, 2008). 
 
1.3 FileMaker software 
FileMaker is powerful, easy-to-use software used to create custom solutions for 
the businesses that run on iPad, iPhone, Windows, Mac and the web as well. Grow
3
 is 
using FileMaker software for every process within a business. It is easy to share the 
information with the team on a real-time visibility basis. However, the biggest 
advantage of using that software is that FileMaker database may be fully redesigned and 
built exactly according to the Grow
3
 needs (as will be revealed in the next part of the 
thesis).  
 
1.4 Brainstorming 
The world and organizations itself are becoming more knowledge intensive, fast-
paced, diverse, chaotic, interconnected, and multicultural. In such a world, a need for 
the new ways of thinking, learning, and development in organizations has to take place 
(Karakas & Kavas, 2008). Therefore, one of the widely used techniques for problem 
solving and creative ideas creating method will be presented. Above mentioned 
Brainstorming Sessions often consists of three continuing phases.  
 
In the first phase, participants, ideally a close-knit group of five or six people 
working in a private area and without interruptions or interference, call out ideas for 
objectives. One of the participants is writing ideas on whiteboard, on a flip-chart, on 
notes stuck to a bulletin board, etc. where every other participant can see them clearly. 
When the pace of the interaction amongst the participants begins to falter or when the 
participants agree to stop presenting ideas, the group can move to the second phase. 
 
Group then discuss the ideas from the first phase and can reject or keep them for 
further collaboration. Those which are kept can be criticized constructively and roughly 
ranked in order of importance, interest or a perception of their feasibility (Field & 
Keller, 1998). A suitable form of criticism is to ask whether an idea can be developed in 
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some way to make it more usable. The process may be repeated, which may involve 
rejecting some of the ideas kept in the first round of this particular phase.  
In the final phase the participants seek consensus on a form of ranking and use 
this to develop a ranked set of objectives (Field & Keller, 1998). 
 
9 different brainstorming techniques was identified by Boitnott (2014) that 
might be helpful when deciding what can be improved or what is going wrong within a 
business. 
1. Teleporting Storming - when it seems difficult to find the right approach to 
tackle the problem, try to imagine solving this problem in a different time or at a 
different place (favourite vacation rather than cubicle). 
2. Figuring Storming - trying to imagine how someone else might solve that 
issue - boss, role model, friends with more experience, etc. 
3. Mind the Gap - this technique can be described by standing at point A 
knowing that you have to finish at point B. So the problem that needs to be solved is 
hidden inside a gap. This gap needs to be filled in order to successfully solve the 
problem. 
4. Changing Your Attributes - think about a person or a team differently in order 
to grasp a fresh angle to see the problem and its solving.   
5. Mind Mapping - the most classical approach. Goal of the session is placed in 
the centre of the paper or board. Subcategories or subtopic in accordance to that goal are 
created and ideas for solving that are presented.  
6. Medici Effect Storming - The Medici Effect describes how ideas might not be 
obviously related upon first examination. If you seek out parallels, many more 
commonalities might be found. For example, goal is to win a specific prize - looking 
closer at other award winners (even if it is a different award) can help the team pinpoint 
what they have in common, thus come up with better ideas. 
7. Blind Writing - this technique works by forcing a team to simply put pen to 
paper for a minimum of ten minutes and to come up with new ideas. The only rule is to 
keep writing. Eventually, new ideas and solutions will be created.  
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8. Group Ideation Storming - this technique claims that two is better than one 
when it comes to brainstorming sessions. When there is a discussion as a group, more 
things will be discovered by feeding off of each participant suggestions. 
9. Reverse Storming - this technique is widely used by attorneys by considering 
what most people would assume in given situation and figuring out ways to do the 
opposite. One way is to ask “How could be stopped this goal from happening” 
(Boitnott, 2014). 
 
1.5 Root cause analysis techniques 
Certain techniques, that are going to be mentioned and applied further in the 
thesis, are an effective method of probing - it helps to identify what, how, and why 
something occurred. They should give the author the answer to these questions: 
 
 Who? - Is causing the problem? Who says this is a problem? Who is impacted 
by this problem? 
 What? Will happen if this problem is not solved? What are the symptoms? What 
are the impacts? 
 Where? Does this problem occur? Where does this problem have an impact? 
 When? Does this problem occur?  
 Why? Is this problem occurring? 
 How? Should the process or system work? How are people currently handling 
the problem? (Raynus, 2011). 
 
There are many different techniques of how to determine and answer above 
mentioned questions (Fishbone, SWOT, SIPOC, Pareto analysis, 5 Why, Gantt Charts, 
Lean, Cause & Effect Diagram, Anova, etc.).  
Author has determined that for the purpose of this thesis, Pareto analysis, 5 Why 
and SWOT analysis will be sufficient amount of techniques to get to the core of the 
problem and be able to increase efficiency at Grow
3
.   
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1.5.1 Pareto analysis 
Pareto analysis is prevalently used among the industry practitioners and 
academicians around the world. The Pareto principle, often termed as the 80/20 rule, 
was introduced by Vilfredo Pareto to demonstrate that the eighty percent of Italy’s 
wealth was distributed among twenty percent of the total population. In short, the Pareto 
80/20 rule helps to separate between the “vital few” from the “useful many”. The Pareto 
principle, Pareto analysis, Pareto rule, and the 80/20 rule resemble similar meaning 
(Talib et al., 2015). This analysis is not used only to show which of the most important 
problems to solve and keep eyes on, it also gives a score showing how severe the 
problems really are (Pareto Analysis, 2011). 
 
This tool is useful to rank the data classifications in the descending order from 
the highest frequency of occurrences to the lowest frequency of occurrences. The total 
frequency is equated to 100 per cent. The “vital few” items occupy a substantial amount 
(80 per cent) of cumulative percentage of occurrences and the “useful many” occupy 
only the remaining 20 per cent of occurrences (Karuppusami & Gandhinathan, 2006).  
During the initial research author come up clear that even this famous and many 
times tested tool has some drawbacks that can not be overseen. Nonetheless, every 
obstacle can be overcome. 
 
Difficulties associated with Pareto Analysis: 
 Misrepresentation of the data. 
 Lack of understanding of how it should be applied to particular problems. 
 Knowing when and how to use Pareto Analysis. 
 Inaccurate plotting of cumulative percent data. 
 
Overcoming the difficulties 
 Define the purpose of using the tool. 
 Identify the most appropriate measurement parameters. 
 Use check sheets to collect data for the likely major causes. 
 Arrange the data in descending order of value and calculate % frequency and/or 
cost and cumulative percent (Managers-net.com, n. d.). 
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It can be concluded that Pareto Analysis serves as a tool for answering correctly this 
type of questions: How will the company determine which changes will have the 
biggest impact and benefit overall? What takes the most time? As an example, see 
picture 6. 
 
Figure 4: Pareto Diagram (Source: Cdn.projectsmart.co.uk, 2015) 
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1.5.2 5 Why 
The 5 Why’s is also one of the root cause analysis tool. However, this is not a 
problem solving technique. The outcome of this analysis is one or several root causes 
that ultimately identify the reason why a problem was originated. Despite the discipline 
is called 5 Why’s, it is not always necessary to reach 5 before the root cause of a 
problem is fully explained (or it may take more than 5 why’s to get to the bottom of it). 
It will depend on the complexity of the process or the problem itself. 
This method is simple in concept but requires real evidence, sure logic and 
great discipline in use if there should be find the true root cause of a failure event or 
problem. If one goes the wrong direction, wrong thing will be fixed and root causes will 
be left behind (Sondalini, 2011).  
 
1) Clear statement of the reason for the defect or failure to occur, understood even 
by people that are not familiar with the operation where the problem took place.  
 
2) A more concise explanation to support the first statement. Get into the technical 
arena, the explanation can branch out to several different root causes here.  
 
3) 3rd why is critical for a successful transition between the obvious and the not so 
obvious. The first two Why’s will prepare us to focus on the area where the 
problem could have been originated; the last three why’s will take us to a deeper 
comprehension of the problem.  
 
4) You may have two or more different avenues to explore now, explore them all. 
Even if one or several of them turn out not to be the root cause of the problem, 
they may lead to continuous improvements.  
 
5) When you finally get to the fifth why, it is likely that you have found a systemic 
cause. Most of the problems in the process can be traced to them (Lean.org, 
2014). 
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1.5.3 SWOT analysis  
The attractions of SWOT analysis are that this technique is familiar and easily 
understandable by users and it provides a good structuring device for sorting out ideas 
about the future and a company's ability to exploit that future. Research inevitably 
supports SWOT analysis as a tool for planning purposes. Over the past decade, SWOT 
research has focused on analyzing organizations for recommended strategic actions.  
Researchers in strategic management (Ansoff, Andrews, Porter, Mintzberg) agree that 
SWOT analysis provides the foundation for realization of the desired alignment of 
organizational variables or issues. In addition, it is possible to postulate ways to 
overcome threats and weaknesses or future strategies, from SWOT analysis (Helms & 
Nixon, 2010). 
 
Figure 5: SWOT Analysis (Source: Dahp-maff.org, 2015) 
 
SWOT has been used by countless practitioners, marketing researchers, and is a 
frequent and popular tool for business marketing and strategy students. In the business 
environment, the grouping of internal and external issues is a starting point for strategic 
planning. Typically, managers first consider internal strengths and weaknesses which 
can include image, structure, access to natural resources, capacity and efficiency, and 
financial resources. At the bottom row of the SWOT grid, external opportunities and 
threats including customers, competitors, trends in the market, partners and suppliers, 
social changes and new technology, and various environmental economic, political and 
regulatory issues are included (Helms & Nixon, 2010).  
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Author will use SWOT analysis in order to reveal important facts about the 
company’s environment and try to point out challenges and threats that Grow3 might 
experience in the near future.  
 
1.6 Timesheets 
A common method for recording and collecting the time spent on projects by 
professional and other direct office staff on projects is to ask each individual to 
complete timesheets at regular intervals.  
Timesheets are usually compiled weekly and require each person to enter the 
time spent against each relevant cost code or job number, probably expressed to the 
nearest half-hour. An important part of the timesheet procedure is that the person’s 
supervisor should check and verify the entries before adding an approval signature 
(Lock, 2007). 
 
Figure 6: Time Sheets (Source: Lock, 2007, p. 441) 
 
The time records should be as accurate as possible. People should be encouraged 
to fill in the entries on their timesheets every day (picture 4). If they choose to fill the 
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timesheets at the end of the week, mistakes will inevitably be made as individuals strive 
in vain to remember what they were doing earlier in the week (Lock, 2007). 
Project managers can take the following steps to increase the accuracy of the data 
collected by using simple techniques: 
 Make sure team members understand the purpose of the time-recording system. 
 Encourage people to record the actual hours they work during the period  
 Include categories for time spent on non-project work activities 
 Collect time sheets weekly and no less often than once every two weeks. 
(Kramer & Portny, 2008). 
 
1.7 Risk, Threat, Uncertainty 
According to Heerkens (2002), risk and uncertainty are unavoidable in project 
life and it is dangerous to ignore or deny their impact. Some of the key terms associated 
with risk management:  
 
Risk - is actually a measure of the amount of uncertainty that exists. It is directly tied to 
information. In the world of project management, risk relates primarily to the extent of 
your ability to predict a particular outcome with certainty. 
 
Threat - the effects of risk can be positive or negative. Positive effects of risk are often 
referred to as opportunities. Threats are the negative - or “downside” effects of risk. 
Threats are specific events that drive your project in the direction of outcomes viewed 
as unfavourable (schedule delays, cost overruns, and inferior product performance).  
 
Uncertainty - Uncertainty really drives everything else. Uncertainty is defined as an 
absence of information, knowledge, or understanding regarding the outcome of an 
action, decision, or event. Project managers constantly suffer from an absence of 
information, knowledge, or understanding (Heerkens, 2002).  
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Therefore, it is highly recommended to determine as many unwanted conditions 
as possible with goal to minimise them. 
 
1.8 Standardization 
Businesses seek to standardize processes all the time for several important 
reasons. Within a company, standardization can facilitate communications about how 
the business operates, enable smooth handoffs across process boundaries, and make 
possible comparative measures of performance. Across companies, standard processes 
can make commerce easier for the same reasons - better communications, more efficient 
handoffs, and performance benchmarking (Davenport, 2005).  
 
Consistency in operations within a business is necessary for survival and future 
growth. It is difficult to achieve consistency because of the employees’ different ways 
of performing the same task. Employees’ education, experience and skill levels 
determine their own styles and differences in their styles cause variations in process 
output. If process master’s (best performers in a process) ways of performing their own 
tasks can be well documented, then a company will be able to standardize its operating 
procedures in their best forms. And, when employees follow these procedures, 
variations will be minimized and best quality products or services will be offered to 
customers (Ungan, 2006). 
Producing goods and services on a consistent basis is crucial for businesses in 
today’s competitive environment, because consistent quality means repeated and more 
customers. This can be achieved through the standardization of a process and that is 
why standardization will be a significant part of recommendations for Grow
3
.  
 
Standardization is defined as the degree to which work rules, policies, and 
operating procedures are formalized and followed. With standardization, the production 
or service process becomes routine with well-defined tasks. Today, many corporations 
with worldwide operations are interested in standardization of their processes. Because 
of the many benefits of standardized products and processes, national and international 
organizations for standardization were established (e.g. ISO). Companies in all over the 
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world are spending significant amount of time and money to register with them to 
improve their operations and increase their business opportunities. 
 
Although it may be claimed that standardization damages innovation, there are 
many benefits of it and these benefits are mainly from its power to provide consistent 
operations. Consistency increases efficiency. It also makes process control easier. 
Standardization will enable companies to minimize uncertainty and variability in their 
processes. In order to reduce variations in the same tasks performed by different people, 
the best way of carrying out a process must be acquired and documented in detail. And 
also, the procedures in this document must be strictly followed. Even if a process has 
identical, inputs, operations, and intends to produce identical outputs, its standardisation 
is far from easy. The ways different employees perform the same operation differently 
causes variations in the final output (Ungan, 2006).  
 
Standardization and harmonization can greatly improve process performance, 
lower the costs for process maintenance, and give senior management more control over 
the operations. Also, according to Ricken & Steinhorst (2005), standardization and 
harmonization need senior management support. Management establishes 
standardization criteria and has to ensure that the focus remains on the overall 
performance improvement. 
 
To begin standardization, practitioners need to create a process map with the 
steps to complete the process. This information is gathered using the knowledge of the 
people actually involved in performing the process (Isixsigma.com, 2014).  
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1.9 PDCA Cycle  
Plan-Do-Check-Act is often referred to as the Deming Cycle or the Deming 
Wheel after its proponent, W. Edwards Deming. It is also sometimes called the 
Shewhart Cycle. Deming is best known as a pioneer of the quality management 
approach and for introducing statistical process control techniques for manufacturing to 
the Japanese, who used them with great success. He believed that a key source of 
production quality lay in having clearly defined, repeatable processes. And so the 
PDCA Cycle as an approach to change and problem solving is very much at the heart of 
Deming's quality-driven philosophy (PDCA, 2011). 
 
The four phases in the Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle involve:  
 Plan: Define the problem to be addressed, collect relevant data, and ascertain 
the problem's root cause. 
 Do: Develop and implement a solution; decide upon a measurement to gauge its 
effectiveness. 
 Check: Confirm the results through before-and-after data comparison. 
 Act: Document the results, inform others about process changes, and make 
recommendations for the problem to be addressed in the next PDCA cycle 
(Wigmore, 2015). 
 
Figure 7: PDCA cycle (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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 Great time to effectively use PDCA approach is when:  
 Helping implement Continuous Improvement approaches - when the cycle is 
repeated again and again as new areas for improvement are sought and solved.  
 Identifying new solutions and improvement to processes that are repeated 
frequently.  
 Exploring a range of possible new solutions to problems, and trying them out 
and improving them in a controlled way before selecting one for full 
implementation.  
 Avoiding the large scale wastage of resources that comes with full scale 
implementation of a mediocre or poor solution (PDCA, 2011). 
 
Supported by Anupindi (2012), the PDCA cycle involves planning the process, 
operating it, inspecting its output, and adjusting it in light of the observed performance. 
These four activities are then repeated continuously to monitor and improve the process 
performance over time. 
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1.10 Critical evaluation of theory 
This part of the thesis contains the personal evaluation of theory described in the 
previous parts and also the explanation why the concepts were chosen and how they 
will be applied further in the following stages. 
Firstly, theory about the business process has been discussed in order to 
understand the complexity of possibilities when mapping a certain process. Other 
relevant methods have been shown in order to create a systematic method for 
developing a continuous approach. Root cause analysis and its proven tools have been 
described and certain approaches have been chosen to be applied in the analytical and 
final part of this thesis. Moreover, standardization, Time Sheets, PDCA cycle and 
brainstorming approached have been described thoroughly. Other important part is 
choosing of a tool to map the processes (MS Visio) and create a project plan (MS 
Project). During the thesis, FileMaker screenshots will be complimenting the text and 
they will use as a guide for the reader, therefore FileMaker software was introduced in 
brief as well. 
It needs to be emphasized that for this type of the thesis, most likely there is not 
a step by step approach or complete theoretical framework of how to succeed and fulfill 
objectives of the thesis. Thus, author has used its own approach by combining proven 
theoretical frameworks which will be thereafter transformed into practical 
recommendations in order to increase efficiency, map the process and create certain 
standards that will be implemented into Grow
3
 internal environment. 
This whole thesis should fulfill the PDCA cycle described in the previous 
section - Firstly, approaches will be planned, done, checked and revised. With the help 
of the standardization, the continual improvement technique will be created and 
business will increase its efficiency. Important drawbacks for some techniques will be 
analyzed in the penultimate part of the thesis. 
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2 CURRENT  SITUATION ANALYSIS 
In the second main part of this thesis, Grow
3
 and its services will be described. 
Base for process mapping will be set and three main parts of the business will be 
introduced. Also, first Pareto Analysis alongside with Time sheets creation will be 
described and constructed. Moreover, SWOT analysis to better illustrate current state of 
the business will be provided.  
 
2.1 Introduction of the company 
With over 25 years’ of experience working with global and local brands, Grow3 
can develop sharper strategies to deliver unequalled responsible business growth 
through actionable insights, engagement, and inspirational purpose. Organisation is 
specialised in business to business and services organisations committed to growth, 
development and sustainability. 
 
Name: Grow
3
 Ltd. 
Address: 49 Effra Road, London SW2 1BZ, United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7993 2283 
Website: http://www.grow3.com/ 
Total employees: 21 
 
Management directory 
Peter Ponton - Director and Founder 
Giulio Vernaccini - Brand Strategy Manager 
 
2.2 Countries of activity 
Since Grow
3 
own offices in the USA and also in London, due to covering almost all 
time zones is able to operate in many different countries such as: Austria, Belgium, 
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong 
Kong, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Qatar, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Spain, 
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Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, USA. Potential, 
therefore, to win a new business, is increasing significantly. 
 
2.3 Services 
Grow
3
 offers growth to other companies in multiple ways. There are four different 
methods the company uses to help their clients grow: 
 
2.3.1  Actionable Insights 
Actionable insights give the decision makers the ability to make informed decisions and 
plans for further actions. In order to give clients actionable insights, Grow
3
 offers a total 
mix of research methods and the necessary solutions to make the changes that are 
brought to light. One of the core Grow
3
 services is the stakeholder perception research -
bespoke, in-depth, face to face and telephone interview with your chosen stakeholder 
groups. In short, it is a research and analytics that yield deeply intuitive 
recommendations for growth. 
 
2.3.2  Business Development 
This service provides clients with higher quality leads that are more likely to convert 
into new business opportunities. Therefore, Grow
3
 uses intelligent targeting and high-
touch direct customer contact. As a result, Grow
3
 is able to construct more inspiring 
messages to motivate and engage prospects of their clients. 
 
2.3.3  Engagement 
Provide clients with a good customer/employee engagement. In order to get to 
this point, Grow
3
 follows a process. Firstly, company start with finding out what 
clients/employees really think of the company and then create a plan of how to grow the 
relationship and revenue. Simply, company provides their clients with a customer and 
market research to uncover opportunities for growth. Then there is a necessary 
development and reposition of the client's identity - to tell a compelling story of the 
competitive advantage. The result is significantly improved business pipeline, based on 
inspiring and memorable client/employee experiences.  
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Benefits of this approach include increase of sales revenue, improved net income, 
increased productivity, improved collaboration, engaged employees, engaged 
customers. 
 
2.3.4  Inspirational Purpose 
They need to get the client company to apply social and environmental values to 
move the organization beyond tick box methods of ethical compliance. Also, they need 
to clarify and articulate the company’s purpose. Then they connect the strategy clearly 
to the reason why the company exists as a business and the role it plays in the world. 
Grow
3
 will develop purpose-based plans that energize and inspire performance. The last 
step is to ensure all stakeholders are on the same page and understand what to do and 
why they are doing it. 
 
Grow3 is an established business operating in the important parts of the world. 
As described earlier, four main services are provided for the customers. In order to 
create a great value and come up with great insights, new clients, engagement and 
inspirational purpose, large amount of activities are taking place within the business. 
Author has to define the main processes that are taking place in order to create 
abovementioned services. For that purpose, FileMaker steps and own experience will be 
used. 
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2.4 Main Phases of the process  
In this analytical part, author will describe main processes that are creating one 
master process flow for Grow
3
. These processes are concerning every service that 
Grow
3
 provides. Master process is divided into three main parts constituting the 
following: 
 
2.4.1 Phase 1  
This is the start of the process - Grow
3
 will research a company or a whole 
campaign (that depends on the clients and their needs). A campaign is a group of 
companies that has the same sector they are working in. When research starts, certain 
relevant information about the target needs to be found. For example - contact details, 
who is the person, what is his title/role in the company, how can be reached, company 
background, what is their turnover, how many employees does the company have, what 
are there clients, relevant news about the organisation's environment, and many others. 
Just like every part, this is reflected in the FileMaker software that is used for archiving 
the data. More boxes are ticked, the further in the process towards completion company 
is. Phase 1 can be therefore described as a “Market Research” and specified into 
following categories: 
 
Phase 1 - Research 
- Qualitative and Quantitave, 
- Company, 
- Prospects, 
- Sector research, 
- Market segmentation, 
- Competitor Analysis, 
- Reports, 
- Value propositions. 
 
In the graphical representation extracted from the FileMaker software, first phase is 
created as follows:  
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Figure 8: Market Research (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
2.4.2 Phase 2 
This phase may be called Business Development phase for a simple reason. It is 
a communication with the client, working on the database, trying to make everything 
run as smoothly as possible - to conduct a meeting with a client or to conduct a meeting 
for a client with their potential new clients. 
  
Phase 2 - Business Development 
- Managing sales pipeline 
- Database management 
- Client communication/email management 
- Scheduling meetings with clients, prospects 
- Reports 
 
Figure 9: Business Development (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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2.4.3 Phase 3  
This is the almost the end of the process. Last part might be called “The 
meeting”. What types of documents or information are discussed in the Phase 3 is 
revealed below. In this part, meetings are conducted, discussion documents are created, 
project plan is constructed and reports are created. 
  
Phase 3 - The Meeting 
- Attending, conducting meetings 
- Discussion documents 
- Client engagement 
- Project plan 
- Reports 
 
Figure 10: The Meeting (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
After finishing these three main phases, record and all relevant information is 
completed and archived. Consequently, new record can be created, updated and 
researched simultaneously - records are mostly split among different campaigns. This 
process is done for either long-term cooperation clients or when a company needs to 
start a new campaign by itself. List of the current clients and internal campaigns will be 
described in the next part of this thesis. During the process, not only boxes need to be 
ticked, there is also another important part of the database that needs to be updated 
accordingly. 
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Figure 11: Next steps (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
Previous picture approximates the fact that after each box is ticked, there is a 
„next step“ part (at the right half of the picture), where crutial following steps are 
recorded and has to be clear and correctly inserted in order to move forward and 
flawlessly in the process. Further more, when the next step is filled out wrongly, the 
whole process is unnecessarily taking more time that is suppose to take.   
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2.5 Clients 
CMS - Cameron McKenna LLP, trading as CMS, is a multinational law firm 
headquartered in London. It has over 200 partners and 59 offices worldwide. CMS 
Cameron McKenna is a member of the CMS organisation of law firms. CMS is one of 
the ten largest law firms in the world and provides services across: 
 
- commercial law; - banking and finance; 
- employment & pensions; - environment, immigration; 
- intellectual property; - private equity; 
- public procurement; - real estate and tax. 
 
Another important (current or past) clients: Philip Security, mkodo, EWP, bluesource. 
 
2.6 Own initiative 
BizDev3 - Things that are perceived completely normal nowadays did not seem 
possible ten years ago. For example, Facebook nowadays connects people around the 
world - one of many examples thought to be impossible 10 years ago. With this in mind, 
BizDev3 thought it was time to change the way people grow their business with a new 
and refreshing way to approach and acquire new customers. It is a plug and play sales 
and marketing department that adapts to the way of how client’s business work. 
Bizdev3 is created jointly by an established sales consultancy, which is Grow
3
 and an 
award winning design agency Bull Rodger. It has been established to provide a 
complete outsourced business development process - sales, new clients, re-branding, 
marketing activities. 
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2.7 SWOT analysis 
SWOT analysis is a final summary of the internal strengths, weaknesses and 
external opportunities with threats identified at Grow
3
. This analysis is graphically 
captured in the table below. 
 
Table 1: SWOT analysis (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
 
 
This analysis should assist the author to identify important internal weaknesses 
linked with the topic of the thesis. Taking that into account, 70 % dependency of the 
activities on cooperation with the CMS client is crucial and everything that is involving 
that process has to be as perfect as possible. Also, from the analysis is evident that main 
processes are not mapped thoroughly and according to the theoretical background needs 
to be standardized in order to increase efficiency concerning that issue. Other important 
fact is an absence of the timesheets or something similar in order to measure actual time 
spent on each activity or project. 
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2.8 5 Why 
5 Why is an effective tool for improving of the quality (products or services) and 
is widely used among authors or practitioners to increase efficiency and create a 
solution for each challenge that is affecting their business. Author has used this method 
because it helps identify the root cause of a problem and because it is useful when 
problems involve human factors or interactions. How to complete the 5 Why's is 
defined as follows:  
1) Problem needs to be written down,  
2) Why the problem happened needs to be asked and answer has to be written 
down,  
3) If the answer is not identifying the root cause of the problem (mentioned in the 
first step), another Why needs to be asked (Isixsigma.com-2, 2014). 
 
Following these directions and steps, author of this thesis has asked the manager 
from business development department at Grow
3
 about major internal weakness in order 
to understand and define the root of the problem. 
 
Problem statement - Even though cooperation with CMS and managing BizDev3 is 
crucial, standardized model of related processes is not completely created and time 
spent on these projects can not be measured and evaluated. 
 
1. Why is it on a daily basis that employees come to the manager to ask him for a help 
with the “next steps” that should follow in the FileMaker in order to move further in the 
CMS or BizDev3 process? 
- Because sometimes they are not sure about the procedure since there are many 
variables in the process (Vernaccini, 2015). 
 
2. Why they are not sure about the procedure and the “next steps” part? 
- Because there is a simple “Step by step” process designed for the employees, which is 
not finished yet (Vernaccini, 2015). 
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3. Why this manual is not finished yet? 
- Because the employee in charge of that let this manual incomplete and nobody took 
over it. Moreover, we are used to do this cooperation with the employees, they ask me 
directly and it does not take much time to explain (even multiple times a day) 
(Vernaccini, 2015). 
 
4. Why there is nobody in charge of the finishing that manual?  
- Because we have not paid an attention to it after the former employee left (Vernaccini, 
2015). 
 
As it can be concluded from the SWOT and 5 Why analyzes, there is an 
immense place for an improvement in order to increase efficiency at Grow
3
 by creating 
a detailed step by step manual with standardized process for two main parts (CMS and 
BizDev3). Furthermore, timesheets analysis needs to be conducted to understand how 
much time is spent on each activity. To create that, Time sheets tool has to be designed 
from the beginning. 
 
2.9 Time Sheets Implementation  
When a company needs detailed information about how much time each 
employee spent on certain activity/project, author of the thesis based this practical 
implementation on the theoretical background about time sheets and standardization. 
Thus, the time sheet tool has been created as a new part of the internal FileMaker 
software. As it is depicted below, it consists of several important parts that will be 
explained below the picture. 
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Figure 12: Time Sheets implementation (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
Client - This select box is important to understand for which client Grow
3
 employees 
are working for. 
Campaign - There are many (active and inactive) campaigns in the database. This 
select box explains further the exact project employees are working for. 
Activity - This important select box contains various types of activities that are recorder 
and can be separated for an analysis.  
 
Marketing Activities - Analysis and Report, Branding, Coding, Data Entry/Update, 
Design, E-mails, Feedback, Interviews, Meetings, Other, Presentation, Proposals, 
Research, Social Media Content, Training, Transcription, Value Proposition, Blogging. 
 
Business Development Activities - Costing Model, Data Entry/Update, E-mails, 
Meetings, Other, Presentation, Project Planning, Reports, Training, Research, Proposal, 
Interviews, Administration, Time Sheets, Other. 
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Human Resources Activities - Administration, Budgeting, Data Entry/Update, E-mails, 
Induction, Interviews, IT Assistance, Meetings, Office Management, Phone, Policies, 
Recruitment, Reporting, Research, References, Performance Appraisal.  
 
Comments - further detailed information about the task that has been conducted. 
Time - how much time an individual spent on certain activity. 
 
2.10 Time Sheets Analysis - FileMaker 
Time sheets have been filled out by everyone for one month as a test tool. 
Gathered data have been then exported into MS Excel, where an initial analysis and 
Pareto analysis has been created. For a better understanding, author of the thesis has 
included one example of filled time sheet. As it might be evident from the picture 
below, each “Timecard” of every employee has to be approved by a certain person with 
administrative rights. Time sheets can record days off, overtime working hours and 
lunch breaks of every user. Moreover, they can be analyzed by user, department, 
campaign or a time period. 
 
Figure 13: Time Sheets analysis (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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After these time sheets have been approved after one month in use, next part was 
to analyze them and conclude certain consequences using theoretical framework as is 
Pareto Analysis. 
 
2.11 Time Sheets Analysis - MS Excel 
 
Figure 14: MS Excel analysis (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
Every available data from May 2015 (Business Development department) have 
been exported into the MS Excel directly from the FileMaker - Time Sheets. 
Afterwards, categories have been recognized and a formula had to be created in order to 
make a sum of the hours that have been spent on each activity at a certain period of 
time. A sufficient formula used was SUMIF. This had to be done for all fifteen rows 
that are created in the FileMaker Time Sheets tool (in the picture above author has 
shown only three of them). 
 
When separating and sorting all the data into categories has finished, Pareto 
Analysis should be created in order to understand, which from them have the longest 
durations and might be improved. From this analysis, author can identify which parts 
are affecting significantly the whole process at Business Development department and 
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further recommendations can be defined in order to help the process duration and 
increase efficiency within department.     
 
2.12 Pareto Analysis 
Transferred data have been sorted by the duration of each category. Largest 
proportion had e-mails - Business Development department has spent 188 hours 
working on e-mails in May 2015. Furthermore, the total of 609 hours was spent on all 
activities inside the company (reflecting Business Development department). Given that 
the author examined Pareto Analysis in the theoretical part of the work, certain rules 
have to take place in order to create such analysis.  
 
There are categories, number of hours spent on each category, cumulative 
percentage, which will serve as an indicator where the 20 % of all activities exceeds 80 
% of output and also A B and C letters indicating the most (and the least) important 
categories.  
 
Table 2: Pareto analysis Excel (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
To conclude this analytical part of the thesis, author created detailed Pareto 
Analysis using MS Excel software. Some of the most significant and crucial categories, 
which will be examined further, and which needs to be corrected in order to gain 
increased efficiency within Grow
3 
are: E-mails, Project Planning, Data Entry/Update, 
Research, Training, Interviews. This fact was able to conclude due to the correct use of 
the Time Sheet method described previously. 
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Figure 15: Pareto Analysis May 2015 (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
Furthermore, due to another theoretical frameworks (SWOT and 5 Why tools) it 
became clear that in order to save time working on the CMS and BizDev3 process, 
corrections and standardised models needs to be created to release the stress from the 
managers and to help employees work with certainty.   
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3 PROPOSALS AND CONTRIBUTION 
The proposal part is dedicated to create a suitable solution and increase 
efficiency inside Grow
3
, taking into account relevant results from the previous part of 
the diploma thesis. Furthermore, results and impacts have to be measured and expressed 
in order to understand the correctness of methods used during this paper. As was 
identified before, there is a problem with two most important processes in the company 
- CMS and BizDev3. Employees have difficulties to follow the entire process and they 
insert wrong data into FileMaker, resulting into protracted process. Author of the thesis 
has therefore decided to create significant steps in order to comprehensively solve these 
issues. Thus, project plans with respect to the theoretical part for CMS and BizDev3 
have been created. First of them, which can be seen below, has been created for the 
Business Development Process.  
3.1 Project Plan CMS 
 
Figure 16: CMS Project Plan (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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Even though this project plan describes steps that are needed to complete a 
process, it is not enough for the employees, because they have to be sure what to do 
after each step will occur within that process. Nonetheless, it might be perceived as a 
starting line for a creation of a really detailed and standardized model of an important 
process.   
 
3.2 CMS Process Flow - Text form 
Drawing on the previous project plan, more detailed form had to be created in 
order to make sure employees will not be struggling with next steps that have to be 
inserted into FileMaker with precision. Therefore, author has created this Text form 
process flow. As it is evident, author has gained deep knowledge of the process from 
start to finish due ability to include “Tick Boxes” part after each step. It means that this 
is a step by step instruction guide for the cooperation with CMS for every employee in 
Business Development department.    
 
Figure 17: CMS Step by Step (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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3.3 CMS Process Flow - MS Visio diagram 
Last, but not least part of the standardization is the creation of the MS Visio diagram that will serve as an ultimate guide to be referred to 
when there will be an issue concerning this specific process. Advantage of this model is its level of detail, however sometimes it may be 
overwhelming for new employees. Another immense advantage for the manager is “Tick the Box” embedding, allowing help employees to 
correctly determine next steps that should be inserted into the FileMaker. 
 
Figure 18: CMS Process Flow MS Visio (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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3.4 Project Plan BizDev3 
In order to increase efficiency thoroughly, author has taken the same approach 
concerning BizDe3 process at Grow
3
. Thus, firstly there will be a project plan created, 
afterwards a text form of the process will be revealed and at the end, process flow for 
BizDev3 in MS Visio will be graphically created. 
 
Figure 19: Project Plan BizDev3 (Source: Own work, 2015) 
Due to proper identification of the processes and creation of the models, every 
employee may find important facts about the process by looking inside those project 
plans. Moreover, the types of employees that should be performing every step are 
described in the models with an approximate duration of the process. Disadvantage of 
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the project plans is that they need to be updated accordingly, under constant supervision 
in order to be always current and reflecting present facts. 
  
3.5 BizDev3 Process Flow - Text form 
Despite the fact that BizDev3 is more complex process than CMS, it is not 
changing the fact that it can be modelled as a standardized process flow similarly to the 
CMS process. It still has the great advantage of providing step by step guide for the 
employees with correctly designed “Tick the box” part. 
 
Figure 20: BizDev3 Process Flow (Source: Own work, 2015) 
To critically evaluate this part of the thesis, author would like to highlight the 
benefits and the impact of proposed models. Standardized models serve to increase 
efficiency by using step by step approach only when they are thoroughly described. As 
the reader notices, project plan and two process flows (text and graphical version) are 
sufficient to create a strong base for better understanding of those crucial processes. 
Moreover, tight link to the FileMaker software is evident by creating “Tick the box” 
technique which serves as an immense improvement. Second process flow model using 
MS Visio is depicted below - this process standardization is in relation to the BizDev3. 
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3.6 BizDev3 Process Flow - MS Visio Diagram 
 
Figure 21: BizDev3 Process Flow MS Visio (Source: Own work, 2015)
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3.7 Standardized e-mails 
The next challenge which has been revealed by the Pareto Analysis is an e-mail 
category. In May, an incredible amount of 30,87 % from the total time spent on the 
business development activities is concerning e-mail category. By examining this issue, 
working at this department, and once again interviewing the manager in Grow
3
, it is 
clear what causes such high percentage. From the previous models can be concluded 
that the main part of the communication (with clients, potential customers, CMS, etc.) 
takes the e-mail form. However, poor guidance is provided in order to manage and keep 
the same level of efficiency every time the e-mail is received, understood, replied and 
inserted into the FileMaker.      
Hence, the author of the thesis has created “standardized e-mails” part that will 
help the employees significantly in managing the e-mail queues which are occurring on 
a daily basis.  
 
For a better illustration, some of the proposed templates are shown below. Each e-mail 
has to be created for a different purpose (described in the process flows) - sometimes 
company needs to know how the meeting with the client was, sometimes new 
availabilities for a meetings to take place has to be asked for, and many other important 
cases. 
  
Score request after a meeting 
Subject: (Company name) Score 
Good afternoon Jack, 
We have received feedback from Simon regarding the meetings with (company) and 
(company 2) for the (specific) Campaign and we are glad to know that they went well. 
Could you please provide us with a score for both meetings? 
Kind Regards, 
Business Development Team 
 
Have you sent the e-mail? 
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Subject: (Company Name) Email 
Hi Jack, 
Have you sent an email to (name of the contact) at (name of the company) with dates for 
a meeting after Easter? If so, could you please forward it to us for our records? 
Thank you, 
Business Development Team 
 
New availabilities 
Subject: Availabilities for Abu Dhabi 
Hi Jack, 
Could you provide us with (name of the attendees) new availabilities in Abu Dhabi for 
March till the end of April, so that P. can call to reschedule the meetings. 
Kind regards, 
Business Development Team 
 
Feedback and scores 
Subject: (Name of the company) Feedback 
Hi Jack, 
Could you please confirm that the meeting with (name of contact) from (name of the 
company) has taken place as scheduled on (date). If so, could you please provide us 
with feedback and a score? 
Kind Regards, 
Business Development Team 
 
Provide availability for the next 2 weeks 
Subject: Availability Update 
Hi P. and Paul, 
Could you please provide me with your availability for the next two weeks until Easter? 
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It would be great if you could specify if the availability is for a phone meeting or face to 
face meeting. This would greatly assist us in scheduling your meetings for BizDev3 
campaign. 
Thank you, 
Business Development Team 
 
More of the standardized e-mails with different modifications will be revealed in 
the Appendix III and IV. The purpose of this standardization technique is to accelerate 
the time of the response to an e-mail. Obviously, not everything can be standardized and 
occasionally employees will need to react to an e-mail in a completely different way 
than it was proposed here.   
 
3.8 Step by Step Manual for BD Research 
The other category that needed to be examined further was the “Research” part. 
Concerning business development department, this should be one of the most important 
parts. Every client, every client’s client, every potential client, all of them has to be 
researched in detail to increase a chance of a closure of the new business. Drawing on 
the theoretical models of standardization and the practical experience with the 
FileMaker database for the purpose of Business Development Research, author has 
created this step by step manual for the Research category specifically designed to the 
employees involved at Business Development department.  
  
Step 1 - Company Brand 
- Check website of the company, brand, Google ranking, basic SEO; 
- Who did it? Who are they working with?; 
- Check existing Media/PR campaigns, agencies for the company. 
 
Step 2 - Company background and activities  
- Activity; Turnover (£M); Employees; Founded; Awards; Office(s); Clients; Mission; 
Sectors - these data is crucial to have. 
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- Use linked-in for the company - size (how many employees), when it was founded, 
specialities, company background – what they do. 
- Company websites - vision, mission statements, industries where they operate, clients 
(if you can not find clients, use “Case Studies” - each company will have them and then 
you can easily find some of their major clients), also include awards as well. 
- For the turnover use http://companycheck.co.uk/ or Google search by trying keywords: 
“company” turnover, “company” revenue, “company” annual report. 
- For important information about the company, use http://www.endole.co.uk/.  
Good background = when all criteria are filled.  
 
Step 3 - Latest news about the company 
Grow
3
 needs news/articles/information/trends which are helpful and relevant and makes 
a point in the research - business developer needs to be sure that on the Google page 1-3 
any important information about the company will not be missed. Good news = good 
value proposition.  
On the opposite side, useless news/articles/information/trends will cause hard time 
creating good value proposition. Moreover, if the right news/articles/information/trends 
will be found, a whole new actionable insight into the value proposition will be then 
created.  
 
- Type “Company Name” into Google search and then “News” tab. The latest news and 
articles that are linked to the company will be revealed (news.google.com); 
- Also, use company websites - they have plenty of “News”, “Press Releases”, “White 
papers”, “Recent activities” to use; 
- Use Linked-in profile - there is a “recent updates” part which could reveal some 
relevant news about the company.  
 
Step 4 - Contacts 
Finding the right contacts (positions) differ from campaign to campaign, but the process 
is always the same.  
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- Use Linked-in to reveal most suitable individuals for contacting. Through Sales 
Navigator can be easily seen their Name, Surname and brief understanding about their 
position within a company; 
- Next, looking for a correct e-mail address or a phone number is crucial. Some of the 
recommendations are listed below. Google search should be sufficient:  
“name surname” “company name” email/mail 
john brown IBM email/mail 
Or “name.surname” @ “company email format”  
john.brown@ibm.com 
Or “name.surname” @ “company email format” pdf 
john.brown@ibm.com pdf 
Or “n.surname” @ “company email format” 
j.brown@ibm.com (also you can try brownj@ibm.com; jbrown@ibm.com) 
 
 
Figure 22: Step by Step FileMaker (Source: Own work, 2015) 
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This 4 steps method will significantly improve research duration and research 
quality in the long run. All steps (where they should be filled) have been depicted in the 
picture of the software above. 
 
3.9 Additional Time Sheet Options 
During an initial analysis of the Time Sheets, author has recognised its 
possibility for future improvement in order to get more detailed data from which an 
information and knowledge might be discovered.  
At first, there were these main categories: E-mails, Costing Model, Meetings, 
Data Entry/Update, Research, Training, Project Planning, Presentation, Proposal, 
Interviews, Report, Administration, Time sheets and Other. 
 
The author of the thesis is embracing the chosen categories, however accepts the 
fact that for better understanding of the time spent on each activity, these categories 
might be improved by adding additional options as depicted below. 
 
Table 3: Additional Time Sheet Options (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
By adding these options into the FileMaker, the Pareto Analysis will be even 
more precise in the future and will provide more detailed analysis from which another 
conclusions and helpful recommendations may arise. 
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3.10 Brainstorming Sessions 
As described in the theoretical part, brainstorming sessions may have a 
significant impact on the business processes and solving issues. Since author has used 
plenty of them in order to better understand both CMS and BizDev3 processes, they 
proved themselves to be as effective tool as literature describes.  
Therefore, it is highly recommended (following the PDCA cycle) to build upon 
this knowledge for the future improvement inside the company. Not only these sessions 
should be prepared for the business development department, author has recommended 
their implementation into the other parts of the business in order to create a cohesive 
tangible tool for continuous improvement. 
Drawing on theoretical framework regarding brainstorming techniques presented 
in the first part of this thesis, author recommends in order to increase the efficiency at 
Grow
3
 this procedure: Concerning the brainstorming recommendation, Mind The Gap 
approach should be combined with Group Ideation Storming.  
Reasoning behind this recommendation to use the “Mind The Gap” technique is 
that company will have the detailed Pareto Analysis every month so they can easily see 
potential issues or categories that are taking largest amount of time to conduct in order 
to move forward with the process. 
Second recommendation is to use “Group Ideation Storming” specified earlier in 
the thesis simply due to the fact that when a certain team (Business Development 
department, Marketing Department or Human Resources Department) works together, 
they will come up with new and refreshed ideas to solve problems or even improve the 
processes. Combining these two techniques and their inclusion into regular processes at 
least every month might help Grow
3
 constantly improve its efficiency. 
 
3.11 Risk, Threat, Uncertainty 
At this part of recommendations and contribution, author will describe the most 
essential threats by using theoretical background by Heerkens (2002) to indicate which 
parts of the business at Grow
3
 might be affected when not managed properly. There are 
over sixty common problems encountered on projects and within business environment, 
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according to the literature. Most of them are depicted below and Grow
3
 needs to be 
aware of those options and further impacts which may influence the business efficiency. 
 
The analysis of the important factors was held with managers at Grow
3
 and two 
individuals from each department (HR, MR, BD) and revising SWOT analysis 
presented before. Concerning the main processes and the people, factors marked with a 
light blue colour in the picture below have been identified as substantially important for 
a company. It would be more difficult to deeply understand potential issues without that 
graphical form, which serves as another tool for continuous improvement. For instance, 
unclear roles and unclear responsibilities might be improved by creating a new 
document reflecting all responsibilities and roles related to the processes and project 
within Grow
3
. This was partly done by the Project Plans and the Text Form 
representation of the process flow in the recommendation part of the thesis as well.  
 
 
Figure 23: Possible Risks (Source: Heerkens, 2002, p. 146) 
 
Threats of inefficient work will be reduced in the next Results part where the 
author reveal impacts, compare outputs and evaluate financially benefits of proposed 
actions and methods. By providing all recommendations, creating all the standardized 
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Process models, implementing Time Sheets, providing Step by Step manuals, 
identifying threats, author will determine whether the efficiency at Grow3 have been 
increased.  
 
3.12 Drawbacks and challenges 
Every new implementation will have certain drawbacks that need to be described 
in order to be able to tackle them. This diploma thesis is not an exception. It all starts 
with the people. By implementing Time Sheets into FileMaker, many employees may 
feel being watched. It may lead into inserting fake data into FileMaker, thus 
significantly affecting the analysis and further improvements.  
Since proposed processes and text flow will be extremely difficult to understand 
for new colleagues, simple form of a presentation may be created in order to be helpful 
from the beginning. Thus, teaching and understanding part should be implemented as 
well. It may take few days of presenting and explaining, however in the long run it will 
be beneficial for both parties.  
Another challenge with these recommendations may occur at implementing the 
brainstorming sessions - simply put, there might be pressures from departments and lack 
of activity which can destroy all the efforts that have been proposed. During the thesis 
developing, author has used 5 Why method multiple times and always found a way to 
propose certain things for the future improvements (due to swift and proper 
communication with the managers or managing director). Nonetheless, what may 
happen, is that this “drive” to ask and conduct 5 Why’s analyzes will disappear and 
none of the colleagues will follow this methodology. 
Sometimes is being said that standardization destroys creativity. What could 
cause problems at Grow
3
 concerning proposed standardized models is that colleagues 
might stop “thinking through the process” in order to do the work quickly and will be 
exaggeratedly dependent on those models.   
These drawbacks have to be mentioned since it is a responsibility for the 
managers and managing director to communicate the advantages of such techniques and 
recommendations to other employees. 
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4 RESULTS 
Previously created and illustrated Pareto analysis reflected business development 
department work into categories in May 2015. After that, recommendations has taken 
place, and using the same approach for the Pareto Analysis that has been previously 
mentioned and described, another table with important information has been created. 
 
Before revealing comparison of these analyzes and establishing time and costs 
that have been saved, author would like to comment the part of recommendations.   
To comprehensively explain the results, a brief recapitulation of proposed 
suggestions should be done. Firstly, Time Sheets implementation into the FileMaker 
software has taken place, monitoring work of the department and creating necessary 
categories. After that, Project Plans for CMS and BizDev3 were created by the author 
alongside with Process Flows and MS Visio Diagrams for better understanding of the 
whole processes.  
Next, Standardized e-mails were introduced and implemented into the FileMaker 
software, simplifying daily routine work for the business developers. Reflecting another 
category that should be improved, Step by Step Manual for the business development 
research have been created and introduced by the author, illustrating that into the 
FileMaker as well.  
During the creation of the thesis, other different tools for improving efficiency at 
Grow
3
 have been mentioned. These are Additional Time Sheets Options, Brainstorming 
Sessions and Risk mentioning. On the other hand, drawbacks and other challenges have 
been critically discussed.  
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4.1 Comparison of the Pareto Analyzes 
In the pictures below, author has depicted another Pareto Analysis (table and 
graph), for June 2015 that has been created at Grow
3
 after the recommendations were 
introduced and implemented. 
 
Table 4: Pareto Analysis Excel (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
 
In the graphical representation is evident, that boundary of 80 % has moved further than 
it was depicted in the previous model. Also, categories are more even than in May 2015. 
 
Figure 24: Pareto Analysis June 2015 (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
However, some of the categories have increased time spent on working on them. What might 
cause that change will be explained in the next page, comparing data from both months. 
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4.2 Time and monetary indicators 
Lastly, a comparison between May and June data that have been gathered will 
be presented.  Categories with a light blue filling in the picture below are those that 
have been identified as the most important in the previous Pareto Analysis.  
Hours reduced column represents number of hours that have been saved 
compared to the previous Pareto Analysis. On the other side, if there is negative number 
in the column, hours of working on those categories have increased.   
 
Table 5: Pareto Comparison (Source: Own work, 2015) 
 
Hourly cost of a Business Developer is determined by using information from a 
real Grow
3 
cost model, therefore for the purpose of this thesis it will be £ 25 per one 
working hour. Thus, total amount of £ 3 744 per one calendar month have been saved 
by working more effectively and using standardised models, recommendations and step 
by step guides. That makes almost £ 45 000 per year, which is a considerable amount 
of money. 
As author has mentioned, some of the working hours increased. This might be 
caused because of the time saved from previous recommendations. The more time 
business developers saved on doing unnecessary work, more time they could have spent 
on important categories that help business to grow. Thus, Costing model and Proposal 
category is one of the examples - it means that business developers were able to spent 
55 and 33 hours more on doing necessary work for the clients (more costing models 
and more proposals = more potential customers = more profit).  
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5 Conclusion 
It is important to understand, that the ability of an organization to learn, and 
translate that learning into actions swiftly, is the ultimate advantage for continuous 
improvement (Stroh, 2014). During this diploma thesis, three main goals have been set 
by the author in relation to the efficiency perception at Grow
3
. Proven methodologies 
and certain techniques that are in the relation with the thesis have been critically 
evaluated in the theoretical part and converted into practical tools in the analytical part. 
Moreover, standardized models of the vital processes for business development 
department were created alongside with a detailed step by step manual designed for ease 
of use within Grow
3
. Standardization means creating uniform business processes across 
various divisions or locations. The expected results are processes that consistently meet 
their cost and performance objectives using a well-defined practice. Standardization, 
thus, reduces the risk of failure (Ricken & Steinhorst, 2005). Several other 
recommendations was created and provided for the continuous improvement of the 
business.  
Also, main categories and steps at the business development department have 
been mapped and graphically depicted. By recognizing these categories, a detailed 
analysis can be then completed that will lead to a better understanding of how the 
process works and, more importantly, how to make that process work more efficiently 
(Jacka & Keller, 2009). Use of the well defined theoretical models that have been 
converted into the practical tools has established a base for the ability to measure 
internal efficiency. Furthermore, due to proper selection of Root Cause Analysis 
techniques, the main issues have been identified and measured. Previous chapter 
revealed the final contribution towards the business and its efficiency.  
Taking into account that implemented solutions has saved £3 744 in the first 
month of use and considering other relevant improvement tools that have been designed 
and presented earlier, it can be concluded that aims of the thesis were met successfully.  
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